Growing
Concern
Among
Colby 's Trees

No Students to Sta rve
Mr. Paul O'Connor , director of Food Service, does
not anticipate any major problems in providing adequate
food this year. Although there has been a twelve percent increase in general food prices, most items will be
available to Sellers at a feasible cost,
Mr. O'Connor pointed out that the beef shortage
during the summer months caused poultry and pork suppliers to flood the market with their products. Beef suppliers, concerned about the lack of beef consumption ,
began to release their product at reasonable prices before
the end of the price freeze. Consumers , however , had adju sted their eating habits away from beef , leaving some
meat priced within reach and available for institutional
and other large scale purchasers.

According to Mr. O'Connor , ground beef costs between $.95 and $1.15 a pound right now; roast beef is
available at $1.60. These are increased over a year ago,
but are negotiable prices, especially because the hike in
student board payments will provide extra funds. Steaks
will continue to be served at Saturday lunch. .
A few items will be scarce this year. Mr. O'Connor
mentioned apples and raisins as particularly scarce right
now. Cider , therefore , will not be plentiful. Flour for
noodle products is another difficult item , due mainly to the U.S. wheat sale to Russia. There is also expected to be a shortage of tomato products , but according to O'Connor , this will not be critical,
continued on page three

RULES CHANGE

P ia Mullca A n t i a u a
On Wednesday, October 17 , at 8 :00 the Colby Music
Series offers a unique evening of entertainment .. The
world-renowned New York Pro MLusica Antiqua , now
beginning its third decade of existence , will present
a concert of music from the pre-Bach period. The ages
which gave birth to the genius of Shakespeare and
da Vinci also produced a wide range of musical masterpieces,
Under the direction of George Houle , former Professor of Music at Stanford and director of its Summer
Institute for the Performance of Early Music ,, Pro
Musica performs a variety of musical forms from cathedral music to lusty songs and dances to medieval court
ballads . As the Washington Post noted: There arc cer
lain things you con count on in a Pro Musica concert
which separate its work from many other ensembles
specializing in older music. Certainly what they do is
authentic: but more than that , it is alive. It is music.
The voices arc beautiful. The instruments arc in perfect
tune and arc played with dazzling efficiency . And through
continued on pnge three

Last spring Buildings and Grounds planted approximately 110 trees (beech, white pine, white birch and
red maple) around Johnson Pond . The $4,000 which
made this landscaping possible came from a fund set
up in memory of George Whalen, superintendent of
Buildings and Grounds at Colby for fifteen years. Mr.
Whalen 's family, President Strider, and the trustees, in
consultation with Miss Carol Johnson (the landscape architect Colby retains), determined that the plantings
would be an appropriate way of honoring Mr. Whalen
for his years of service. About twenty of the American
beeches have died. Mr. Ansel Grindall explained that this
was due to normal attrition, which is not unexpected
when trees are planted. The nursery from which the trees
were purchased will replace them , as they are fully guaranteed.
Grindall revealed some facts concerning the remainder
of Colby 's trees. First of all the weeping willows surrounding Johnson Pond have an incurable cancer disease.
Buildings and Grounds can only treat them with various
stop-gap measures such as carefu l pruning. It is anybody 's
guess as to how long they will last, but it would not be
surprising if they were gone in twenty years. Of course
they will be replaced , but probably by another species of
tree less susceptible to disease.
An even more serious problem exists for Colby's
elms. Dutch Elm Disease is carried by the elm bark beetle.
It carries a spore that produces a fungus that can kill an
infected tree. There are three ways of controlling the

In a move designed to promote better v/orking relationships between the student body, and their student
government representatives , Stu-G again altered its election procedures. This past Monday night dorm meetings
were held in order to elect their respective Stu-G members
have ac
for the forthcoming school year. The apparent intent of disease,. Spraying eliminates the beetle but may
the dorm-meeting process, which is more cumbersome and verse side effects on the environment. Chemicals injected
requires more work for present Stu-G representatives, is into the tree sometimes kill the spore, but are expensive
to insure that all the residents of a dormitory have an op- and still in the experimental stage. Sanitation involves
pruning diseased parts or removal of the whole tree; the
portunit y to first become acquainted with and then evaldisadvantage here is obvious. Currently Colby is fighting
uate the candidates before electing their representative(s).
Furthermore , the present officers of Stu-G feel that if the the disease with the last two procedures. On the populated
student body is acq uainted with their representatives , part of campus (near buildings) , the trees are injected
,
there will be a free flow of inputs , in the form of sugges- with special chemicals under the direction of Dr Camtions or complaints, as part of the student government pana , a botany professor at University of Maine at Orono ,
and plant pathologist affiliated with the National Dutch
process.
The new election procedures instituted under the ad- Elm Disease Research Center. He is one of eight indiviministration of President Martha Bernard , as well as her duals in this country authorized to use these chemicals
instructions to interested candidates , suggest an attempt to and carry on this program. He is also working to save the
alter the traditional representational roles which have ex- elms at Bates , Bowdoin , and the U. of Maine campuses.
In the wooded areas of campus , places most of us
isted in Stu-G's of the past. According to Ms. Bernard ,
too many past representatives have viewed their represen- seldom see, the diseased elms are simply being cut down.
tational roles as being that of trustees, Their appearance This is necessary to control the spread of the beetle ,
and actions at the Monday night meetings merely reflected which will travel up to 500 feet to get to a tree, and
their personal judgements or reactions to the issues at lays its eggs beneath the bark. Chemicals are not feasible
hand. Stu-G members who looked to their constituents in these remote areas of the cam pus because of the exfor advice or instructions have heen too few in number . pense, Remember , about 500 of Colby 's 800 acres are
Those who did seek suggestions often discovered a poor re- w ooded.
Buildings and Grounds currently spends three to four
sponse , clue in part , possibly, to their low recognition facthousand dollars a year trying to halt the spread of Dutch
tor as a Stu-G representative.
It is Ms. Bernard' s hope that if more Stu-G representa- Elm. Fifteen trces-in the past year have been cut down.
tives viewed their roles as delegates and actively looked These elms are approximately 30-35 years old. Photofor opinions , the scope of Stu-G's functions could be graphs of Colby in old issues of the Oracle indicate how
barren the campus looked,. In fact , virtually all the trees
widened.
The dorm meeting should help introduce the Stu-G around the buildings were planted about 28 years ago.
representatives to their constituents. To some extent , the The implications are obvious. Walk down Mayflower Hill
Stu-G reps may even perform as delegates. However , one Drive or around the chapel and imagine what it would look
must realistically hope for a miracle for ' Ms. Bernard as like without tho elms. There are 200 elms on the populated
she attempts to bring Stu-G closer to the students. Ms. part of the campus and all arc threatened. If they^ sucBernard mustx-vercome the pitiful apathy which allows at cumb to disease, some important decisions must be made
least six candidates to run officially unopposed and four on the kinds of trees that will replace them , and allowraces to have no candidates file petitions.
ances made for attrition rate.
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HELP
WANTED

The Colby/Waterville employment service is now in
operation.
Much publicity has been released throughout
I nternational
the surrounding area , and p rospective employers have
Following a "rubberNational
made themselves known. Employees should do likewise.
stamp " election in which
Last Tuesday morning, Vice President Spiro Agnew
The procedure for matching up the two is a simple
he received 62% of the
and
President
Nixon
met
to
discuss
a
Justice
Department
one . Interested students can pick up an applica tion at the
popular vote, former
investigation
of
various
crimes
allegedly
committed
by
Roberts
Desk. These forms request vital statistics, ability,
Pero
n
dictator Juan D.
I
the
Vice
President.
This
was
the
first
meeting
between
experience, interest, and a copy of the applicant's sche|
emerged as the new
the
men
concerning
Agnew's
case.
dule
. They will be kept on file, to be matched with any
freely elected president
f
According to White House sources, Agnew outlined
j
ob
offers.
of
Argentina.
With
his
'
Ins planned response. He would attempt to cut off crimina
People who want to hire students simply call Roberts
wife serving as his runinvestiga tion and send the case to Congress where imand describe the job requirements, A card is typed up and
ning mate, Peron ended
peachment proceedings would begin if the Congressmen
posted by the Desk. If someone wants that job, he should
his 17 year exile by camfelt
Agnew
was
guilty
of
impeachable
crimes.
On
Wedleave
a message at the Desk.
paignin g on a platfo rm of
I
nesday
morning,
however,
Agnew
was
rebuffed
by
the
The Director of Roberts Union , Diana Krauss, is prenational unity and re'
majority
Democrats
of
the
House
when
Speaker
Carl
sently running the service. Doug Gorman, who began the
form. Though he is 78 and his health is poor. Peron
Albert
said
"The
Vice
President
letter
refers
to
matters
,
's
project as a 1973 Jan Plan , graduated in June. "People
won the support of young left-wing Peronists as well
before
the
courts.
In
view
of
that
fact
I
as
Speaker,
,
call up all the time," says Ms. Krauss., "but I need up-toas the support of the Argen tine military, in which Peron
will not take any action on the letter at this time."
date applications. Data from last year is not good enough
had been a career officer before his exile .
j
ury
On
Thursday,
the
Baltimore
grand
convened
now. The application is the student 's best way to get a
Peron's general policy is to pacify the political exto
hear
evid
ence
accumulated
by
the
Justice
Departj
ob because employers usually require information about
tremes by berating the United States and communist
Agnew
ment.
Friday
afternoon
's
attempted
attorneys
,
a person they might hire, and not merely a name , "
nations for their alleged intervention in other nations'
to block the grand jury proceedings in a Federal
The application system insures two-way responsibility,
affairs. He hopes to make Argentine a maj or power in
Pending
Court
suit.
a
formal
hearing
on
October
,
12
Students and employers can request references on each
the third world by appealing to the people's sense of
Agnew
and
the
grand
jury
hearings
suit
was
denied
,
's
other before closing any deal. Ms. Krauss claims, "In any
nationalism, as well as appealing to Western Europe for
continue:
college town, there is a traditional mistrust between stufinancial _n«- technological aid. Before he can develop
dents and townspeople. Hopefully , both parties will take
In response to an election year suit filed by Common
Argentina 's national potential , however, he must deal
full
advantage of the employment service as an intermewitii problems including long-tern national political
Cause, Presidential campaign finance aids revealed that
diary. " So , studen ts, out there somewhere a job is waiting
stability, urban violence , and economic problems of
Nixon supporters contributed a record $60.2 million
for you.
underdevelopment.
to the 1972 Presidential campaign.
by George Neuberger

POLITICAL
PERSPECTIVES:

The Question of Civil Disobedience

by Ed Walczak
Should you obey laws that you feel are unjust?
Do you ever have a right or an obligation to violate
the law? The question of civil disobedience has been
fervently discussed throughout history and is so today,
though the arguments tend to assume a somewhat
illusory guise. For example , was D aniel Ellsberg
ju stified in releasing the Pentagon Papers? Should
downtrodden blacks resort to violence as a means of
provoking federal bureaucracies into action? Reaction
to the above queries ultimately depends on one's
sympathies or antipathies toward civil disobedience.
Those who argue against the privilege maintain
that it implies contempt for the law and that it encourages people to take the law into their own hands.
Certainly , to validate this right does place great responsibility upon individual citizen s, some of whom
could b e easily tempted to surreptitiously act to further their own selfish interests. Because of man 's imperfections, civil disobedience could easily make the
law prone to contempt.
What makes its prop onen ts supp ose that they
can disobey the law or that ordinary citizens can
interpret the law better than our professional public
offi cials in Washington? John Locke stipulated that
those who enjoy the fruits of government thereby
yield their tacit consent to obey its laws, lt would
seem that laws derived from rational legislators, consciously attempting to follow the principles of justice
make the majority 's declaration of law authoritative.
It is only practical that we accept their decisions as
binding ,
Also, to argue for civil disobedience presupposes
the existence of a definit e higher body of law that is
identical and clearly perceptible to all. Reflect upon
the many moral and legal disputes in contemporary
society; the myopia of disagreements are obvious. If
every individual were permitted to interpre t the law
we would have an unending clash of consciences and
utter chaos. It is not possible to maintain an orderly
government when laws are apt to be overthrown-by
some volatile extra-legal principles. To grant this is
to make all law a farce and invite anarchy.
Some of civil disobedience 's more compromising
opponents assert that lawlessness is not justified when

legal channels remain available. But when such a
vehicle is absent , disobedience may at least by somewhat condoned. Even these hesitant men do not
grant them true righteousness.
Convinced? Do not pass j udgement yet , f or
there are several points in the above argument that
warrant further discussion. First of all, this author
does not believe that civil disobedience is contemptuous of the law. On the contrary, through his
serious contemplation about w hat the law ought to be,
his courage in violating societal norms and subjecting
himself to inevitable punishment , the civil disobedient
is likely to possess a great respect for the law. Obviously , he should never disobey the law solely because of personal whim. Though the danger exists
that some people may deviously attempt this , such
folly should not preclude the rights of others who may
be quite sincere in their resistance. Anyway, does not
the enforcement of allegedly unjust laws pr. ve equally
damaging to the law's respect as its violation would?
For citizens not to act when they conceive a law as
unjust would imply that their highest duty is to maintain the status quo . The populace could become
overly dependent on the authorities and evolve into
mindless servants of the state, whereas an imminent
threat of civil disobedience could serve to keep the
government in line and more responsive to the people .
Thomas Hobbes ' political writings can be used to
ju stify civil disobedience. He provided no basis for
allowing private judgments to pronounce acts of the
sovereign illegali However , since individual consent is
considered the basis of political obligation , the
sovereign is given power to serve as the laymen 's
representative and his will must be the layman 's will.
Since the rational layman would not yield consent
a priori to the sovereign to enforce unjust laws, and
since consent mandates obligation , no obligation
would exist to obey unjust laws. Therefore, most of
what is considered just law depends on what the individual would agree to in this hypothetical contractual
state. Valid law would bo derived from individual
conscience. Now , what exists to prevent an unorganized clash of consciences which so many critics have
predicted? Precisely the supposition that an objective Jaw does exist among human beings and that it

is knowable to them. Herein lies the Achilles' heel
of the argument, for to prove the whereabouts of this
law is something the author cannot do. However,
that does not destroy the assertion that it does exist.
It is not some exotic, extra-terrestrial phenomenon ,
but is the basic conception of right and wrong, good
and bad , with which every human being is endowed
and cultivated . An untenable position? To deny the
existence of such "universal subjectivism " among humans
implies total relativism , which can offer no real solutions
to the problem of deciding between ju st and unjust
laws. To assert this objective law makes it possible
to j udge the fairness of all laws. It might even be
put to use against the civil disobedient. If a certain
law were proven absolutely, beyond a doubt to be in
correspondence with the universal law , then his
pr otest would be invalidated. To permit a civil
disobedient to go free in such a case would be indirectly granting relativism.
Thus, civil disobedience is justifiable provided
that criteria exist by which to judge the worthiness
of the protest and the law. What if legal channels
exist by which to protest the mores , as in a democracy?
This author contends that they should be utilized if
they exist not in theory but in fact. If they are
extremely time consuming, or would be beneficial
only to aid future generations,then there is no choice
but to resort to persuasive extra-legal means. Stokely
Carmichael has made an analogous point in criticizing Martin Luther King 's appeals to blacks to protest
non-violently: suffer now so that in the long run
blacks may attain their full rights. Carmichael has
proven such argument fallacious by pointing out that
this scheme suffers from the same faults as other
utilitarian dogmas. A side from cultura l or sociological
references, the "blacks," "whites" or "future generations" are hypothetical entities towards which any
pleasure-pain calculus would offer little consolation
to the individuals who are lining and suffering right
now.
Succintly, civil disobedience can actually strengthen
society by making its laws fairer and easier to obey.
It is valid because universal law is presumed to exist ,
and the act should be perpetrated oven when legal
channels are present if those channels prove unbearably
time-consuming.

JAN PLAN PR OSPEC TS
by Susie Wadsworth
Already, it's time to begin thinking seriously about
your Jan Plan., The first thing you'll notice is its new
newspaper form , replacing the fifty page booklet of
last year. Don't let its brevity fool you. There is still
the same variety of choice, only in a simpler, more
readable form.
Glancing over the projects themselves, you miglit
ntove many connected with current issues and prob- lemts: energy and the environment , the plight of the
Chicanos, cases of mass hysteria, and death, and neonaganism.. Also included are trips to Britain, Ireland ,
and Guadalaj ara. (Last year Britian, Mexico, and a
California desert were on the list.) In fact , all departments seem to have come up with fascinating subjects:
from calligraphy to the corruption of language, from
clandestine markets to life in the U.S.S.R. The list is
endless, and if you happen to choose one of these projects, be sure to complete your form by October 15,
for after tha t the chances of getting your first choice
are slimmer .
But group projects are not the only choice. Juniors
and seniors may work independently within their major
department, without contacting Special Programs.

All students also have the opportunity to work in an
independent project not at all connected with thenmajor. These forms also have to be submitted by
October. 15, w hen a committee from Special Programs
will begin to read through the selections. If one member
raises aljquestion, the proposal will be discussed, and then
perhapsWurned to the student for clarification. Though
few proposals are rejected , Mr. Kany feels the existence
of this committee "has a strengthening effect on what
people turn in in the first place."
There is actually very little red tape to go through,
and if you chose the group projects, your advisor 's
signature is not even needed. A signature , however,
is needed from the sponsor of your independent proj ect.
Last year 450 students chose independent projects,
another 450 picked projects within their major , and
700 more elected group projects. The outlook on the
latter was good. Eighty-six percent got their first choice,
11 % their second , and only one his fourth.
Group projects , however, is probably a misnomer.
Each student will probably be able to pursue his own
interests within the main topic. So, no matter what Jan
Plan you may chose, you have an excellent chance to
investigate something you really enj oy.

Part 1 of a two part series :

HISTORY OF THE SPA

by Linden Summers
Colby's Spa , home away from home for the crowd
of students known as "Spa Rats," is located in the forme,
center of campus , Miller Library basement. The basement
was focal point during the days when most of faculty
and administrative offices were in or next to Miller, when
the library was the primary campus study area , and when
the bookstore occupied half the Spa itself. These days
are gone. Time have changed since 1947 when Joe
Joseph leased the section of the basement not filled by
the college bookstore and opened , along with his
brother John, the Spa. After Joe Joseph's death in 1954,
John took full charge of the business and assisted by
Pete Joseph, has run the Spa ever since.
John recalls the glory days when he would open up
the doors for business in the morning and be met by
twenty-five to thirty people waiting to start their day
with coffee and English . During the afternoons it
would not be unusual to find a half-dozen bridge games
under way, Professors and secretaries who now have
their own lounges in Lovejoy and Eustis frequented
the Spa , mixing with the students. In the evening the
Spa was the meeting place on campus, What are. now
considered temporary rush periods were, not ten years
ago, typical of an entire night .
Today socializing seems to have shifted from the
central-hang-out to the various dormitories and fraternities. A second reason for the decline in the number of
the Spa's evening clientele is the appearance of study
places throughout the campus , particularly those in
the new dorms, which provid e comfortable and quiet
fa cilities for the student to study without necessarily
leaving the dorm. As the number of people using the

ROBERTS
GALLERY

by Nancy McGarrah
Roberts Unidn has a gallery in the downstairs
lobby which is dedicated to the proposition that
all Colby artists should have their clay. The gallery
works on a rotating schedule , with approximately
three weeks allotted to each exhibit.
The photographs of Carol Wood , a Colby senior
arc currently appearing on the lobby walls. Most
of the pictures were taken (luring her Junior Year
Abroad in Europe . Many of these are people
studies which give a taste of the variety of European life . Also included arc some familiar shots
of the coast of Maine.
Photography is popular ns a Roberts exhibit,
as many artists and laymen have begun to appreciate this kind of work as a true art form. Carol ,

library to study shrinks, so does the crowd at the Spa
The biggest single blow to the Spa , however, was the
1971 decision which forced all people living on campus
to eat on campus. This cut out a sizeable and irreplaceable segment of campus dwellers who preferred Spa
fare to that of the dining halls. Few students nowadays
can afford to pay board and run up a large Spa bill, When
dining rooms increased their hot breakfast period from
7:30 to 8:30, to 7:30 to 9:30 , the previously common
sight of an early morning crowd of late sleepers
catching a bite to eat before class ended. The food service
also captures many campus visitors who can buy their
meals at dining halls instead of the Spa .
On top of the limitations placed on their number of
customers, John and Pete have been forced to raise
prices, Within a year hamburger has gone from $.72 to
to $1.39 per pound. Eggs have d oubled in price. Spa
prices have risen accordingly , but only enough to
cover the inflated wholesale costs and not enough to
increase the margin of profit a!: the same pace.
"We depend on volume ," says John Joseph.
"We figure on selling a lot of food for cheap prices
and now the volume is down. " But he is still optimistic
"As soon as the freshmen catch on and people get
oriented , business will pick up, "
The characteristics of the Spa which drew mobs
in the past-the chea p prices and friendly atmosphere ,
remain . What has change d is not the Spa but the number
of college people who patronize it. Present day devotees still insist that there is no better place to while
away an otherwise boring evening, or afternoon , or
morning, or , for that matter , a whole day.
for me, shares this viewpoint , because photographers must be aware of the same qualities of color,
shape, form , light and composition that concern
a painter. Special combination techniques and a
knowledge of certain chemicals and their properties make the creative possibilities endless in the
camera medium.
Any students , faculty or staff who would like
to exhibit art work at Roberts should contact
Diana Kra uss at extension 275 or through the
Roberts Desk. There are plenty of dates open for
those interested.
Antiqua from page I
During the twenty years since its founding by
the late Noah Greenbcrg, Pro Musica has toured the world ,
earning praise for both its authenticity and artistry at
mus ic f est iva ls f rom Ber li n t o Caramoor an d concerts
»rom Moscow to Washington. The group consists of ten
soloists: five vocalists, and five musicians playing the instruments of the period.

Food from page 1
There will always be a meatless item at lunch and
dinner, which should help ease the situation. The price
of ice cream , bought through Rummel's in Waterville,
has remained stable. There will be special dinners, but
Mr, O'Connor noted that a couple of last year 's experiments in this area were not very successful. Plans are
to keep them somewhat more conventional.
As a result of a student survey last spring, Mary Low
dining hall will be open on Sunday night, and closed for
Friday dinner. Hot breakfast will be served Monday
through Frid ay until 9:30 a.m.

ups & mums
by Janice Rasmusseh
One common sight at Colby is stairs. Stairs are
everywhere, inside and outsid e, and Colby people are
forever ascending and descending, to and from classes,
back and forth to meals, in and out of the back entrance
to the Spa , at all.times of the day and night.
Last autumn&'s a prospective student I was dazzled
by the rows o$ stairs stretching from Miller Library
to Eustis. This fall when I began to lug my belongings
up to a second-floor room I was again amazed—and
exhausted.
The stairs are near-impossible to escape , so after
a week's tenure at Colby my roommate and I, while
recuperatin g fro m our afternoon climb and resting
for the evening's ascent to dinner , began to wonder
j ust how many stairs a Colby inhabitant covers in an
average day. The next morning, on the way to breakfast I began to count. The day's total was nine hundred
and seventy-two stairs. To check the accuracy of the
figure I counted stairs for a week.
I drew a few strange looks during the process.
Several times Lwould forget to count the steps until
I was already up or down them , so I would stand at
the fo ot or the top of the stairway wagging my finger
as I noted each stair , counting to myself and squinting
as the highest or lowest steps rose or dipped out of
view and blended together.
After a day or two of counting, individually, each
set of stairs, I learned the number of steps on strategically placed stairways and prepared a chart. For
example , the Miller to Lovejoy stairway has three sets
of nine each for a total of tw enty-seven steps. The
number of steps (one-way) between second floor
Johnson and Roberts Union dining hall is sixty-four.
This chart facilitated the study by allowing me to
simply figure out where I'd been on campus during
a given day, refer to my statistics, and compile the
data. At the end of one week the daily average was
1,169 stairs! .Now if a person berates you for not
doing anything up at Colby you can set him straight
and announce with pride that you climb over one
thousand stairs per day.
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Fraternitie s
Due to the accidenta l omission of the
concluding paragraph of this editoria l
last week, -we are reprin ting the editorial
in its entirety below.

An era seems to be drawing to a close
at Colby. The out-dated fraternity system , long a .maj or part of the college ,
appears to be- losing a battle against the
changing times. Their demise , however ,
could be postponed by indirect encouragement from the administration. Spurred
by the recen t mandate , fraternities will
now actively recruit members to fill their
quotas. Unfortunately this could ensur e
their survival.
"Selective living " has all but ceased as
most houses now accept all interested
men , but the zoo theory, though no
longer as accurate as it was during the
hey-day of selectivity , still applies. Every
fraternity is simply another cage in a zoo.
Each cage has its own breed of animal.
Some are more tame than others , but
each animal is classified by the name
which hangs over its cage . As long as there
is a KDR house there will by KDR 's. If
there is a Lambda Chi, its members will
be known as Lambda Chi's. The same
rule applies for each of the nine fraternities.
For some frat men the cage has no
bars. It does not prevent them from mixing with other people. For others however, it serves as an escape from the college community. Rather than broadening
their circle of acquaintances , it limits
their range to a few "brothers."
Cliques are a well-known phenomenon
at Colby. By no means do they involve
only fraternity members. But a fraternity , with its own living unit, funds, regulations , officers, with its own traditions,
possesses a ready-made means of produe
cing and perpetuating a special sort of
group-a social rather than intellectual
unit.
Despite the fact that "fraternity " and
"brotherhood" are synonymous the peculiar brand of brotherhood created by a
fraternity is not universal but closed ,
A fraternity perverts brotherhood by
promoting groups instead of a communi
ity.

Linden Summers

Common
Sense
Colby students are really dumb sometimes, or too trusting, or naive. Girls
are still hitch-hiking alone , even at
night , despite numerous reports of weirdocs. There are guys who actually spend
their tim e cruising by Colby corner in
the hopes of nabbing the lone female.
(Many of you might remember the infamous tan Toyota of past years.)
Why take chances, you idiots? The
j itney is free and goes regularly. If you
must hitch, go in pairs, and only accept a rid e from a car displaying that
huge yellow Colby registration sticker,
Unless, of course , you enjoy riding with
a man who exhibits or plays with himself while driving. Now really, why satisfy your voyeur pleasures at the risk of
a crash? Simply spend your free hours
in the library stacks.

^——— ——————

To the Editors:
Congratulations-your editorial last week concerning
fraternity animals attacked one of Colby's most serious
problems head on. The apparent demise of that sub-human
faction of our society known as the "fraternity system"
is one ¦which has been long overdue. Despite the excellence

To the editor:
I though t Bill Narwold 's article
was appropriately
|
titled ("Devil's Advocate")r no doub t he will roast in
hell, with an apple in his jaw.
Sincerely,
Amy Caponetto
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of your editorial , it only basically outlined the traits and
vices of the system. We have humbly taken it upon ourselves to sketch in the details and thereby further enlighten
the Colby-community.
Anyone at Colby can tell you what a fraternity is like,
and why it deserves to be done away with. A fraternity
house itself is recognizeable by its run-down and dilapidated
condition, due to years of abuse by the animals. Windows
are usually missing, through which f ists, hockey pucks,
baseballs, footballs, people, and other fraternity oriented
utensils have been hurled. Then , of course, there is the
ever-present stale beer smell; for j ust as hay is to horses,
so is beer to frat men. These are the abodes of the demihumans; "cages," as you so aptly put it.
Makin g up the most important part of the "zoo" are,
of course, the animals themselves. The stereotype of the
fraternity genus can be seen at any time, day or night,
in any of the nine cages or on the fire escapes conventionally
attached to them. It will always be dressed in the same
garb ; gym trunks, sweat pants, sneakers, white athletic
socks, T-shirt(usually with the species name stenciled on
the front in Greek letters: i.e., DU for species Delta Upsilonus, LCA for Lambda Chiensis, etc.) or Colby jacket.
In one hand will undoubtedly be a can of Bud(commonly
known as the nectar of the frats") and in the other an
athletic implement of some sort. The hair will be quite
short-not covering the ears—and the complexion will be
sallow and unshaven ; the eyes bloodshot from perpetual
hangover.
Talking to one of these animals is quite an experience.
Most of the time they are completely unintelligible, but
every once in a while some profanity can be deciphered.
Often the subj ect being discussed has to do with the observer's preference of being beat up, raped, mutilated ,
or just killed outright. This violence orientation is exceeded
only by the incredible sex drive of the animals , as anyone
who has been to a fraternity party can attest .
As you rightly, if metaphorically, pointed out , there
are a few ex ceptions to "the rule." Some of the animals •
are able to mix with "other people." Some of them
can even read and write. These cases are, however, few and
far between.
In the interest of paralleling your accurate and unbiased reporting, all of the above facts have been carefully
observed and compiled by members close to the "fraternity system" itself. Observation of the animals at close
quarters on an individual basis is not recommended purely
for safety reasons. The last recorded attempt to walk across
fraternity row was during the height of the 1938 blizzard
when a student (who wishes to remain nameless out of
f ear f or his lif e) tunnelled under nine feet of snow and
make it all the way to the safety of Roberts Union.
Well, t h at' s about all the information we have on the
fraternity menace at the present time. It has always been
our policy to serve the elite as best we can , to help bring
the Colby community closer together. If there is any additional way we can serve in rid ding Colby of this degenerate
system, please contact us.
Fraternally yours,
The Animals of Delta Upsilon
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I cannot refute the facts about the lraternity
refers to frat men as "animals," and it makes me wonder
To the Editors:
situ ation , but as much as some members of the
if he (or she) has been brave enough to meet and talk
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knell of yet another anakronistik Kolby institution.
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the
to
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footnon-frat members. And, by all means, the fraternity does
I
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ball
field.
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times."
changing
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the
a
special sort of group —" a social and, I contend, intellecthis "battle
tual
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more
I
feel
somewhat
all
the
patrons
of
these parties decid e to spend
though , in penning my response,
The experience of being an active fraternity brother
Saturday nights in the cubes.
at ease concerning the future of my beloved Fratdevelop social perspectives that are valuable throughout
Fresh men are currently being "rushed" by
ernity and the system of which it is a part.
a person's life. Granted , that the nature of fraternities
the various fraternities. It is fairly obvious that the
A quick perusal of your masthead affirms my
may vary; but 1 have personally found the experience a
authors of the story and the editorial on the frats would
faith that , as usual, the editors know not that of
fulfilling one. There is a lot more to fraternity life than
would prefer to see them go under , but one must
w hich they speak. Indeed , I must take leave to cry
depicted in the ECHO editorial, and I hope all Colby
consider how there articles will affect the thinking
out : Be Accurate! Your commenting on the
people will look carefully before coming to any concluof prospective members. I call it bad timing, you may
vitality of the fraternity system is vaguely analosions about Colby's fraternity system .
call it what you wish.
gous to my authoring a review of the artsy little
Sincerely yours,
Lastly, you mentioned that "as long as there
porn movies with which we amused ourselves over
Jeff Stone '73y2
is a KDR house, there -will be KDR' s. If there is
the past weekend. While I could use all of the proper
Pi Lambda Phi
a Lambda Chi, it' s members wiill be known as
cliches and do a fairly comprehensive job of tying
Lambda Chi's." I can only add— "A rose by any other
them all together with nifty, artsy, disgusting little
idea
of
what
the
any
have
wouldn't
name
clearly
I
words,
.etc." This kind of categorizing can only add to the
become
cliquey nature of Colby. It is as absurd as calling
hell I was talking about! The fact would soon
people "Dana Girls" or "Center Kid s"or any number
with
you.
Likewise
obvious.
of lab els. Where d oes one draw the line? Are we
Allow me to comment briefly .
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that
all
typecast?
to
think
like
sincerely,
While I
Cathy McGerigle
Phi, is the "best" fraternity on campus (I chose it
different
houses
for that reason as others have chosen
for the same reason), I have friends in other houses
To the Editors:
as well as outside of the fraternity system. And ,
I can't believe that an enlightened newspaper
on
out
we
all
"put
knowledge,
of
my
best
to the
like the ECHO would print an article by an oink
WWV J *' wp
pants one leg at a time," (though I've never discussed
like Bill Narw old. He, not the American public,
the subject with previous ECHO editorialists-but
has been swayed by a single event. Moreover,
forgive me; I stray fr om my subje ct). We enjoy and
had Riggs won, Mr. Narwold would have undoubtedly
suffer the same delights and agonies by other
swayed himself. Fact : Riggs challenged King,
Colby students. Furthermore, I dare to venture that we
by Barbara Forney
knowing that she is in her prime. Fiction: She
find our respite from the strenuous daily routine in
was lucky. Conclusion: Riggs deserved every
Some people pay eight dollars for a lobster
similar (though perhaps more legal?) avenues of
bit of that beating, by virtue of his arrogance.
dinner , excluding the drinks. What they get is one
conduct.
equality,
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not
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female
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No,
lobster and "atmosphere. " I would rather spend
Cliques? Though I am not a sociology major (I
but merely that one woman can be superior to one
the same amount of money and eat two lobsters.
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go
man in a supposed man's field. Now wallow in
I mean, after all, you can get seduced anywhere.
are hardly a "phenomenon" peculiar to Colby.
the mud a little, Narwold !
To my knowledge the Lobster Pound , located on
(Webster defines "phenomenon as a rare oi
Sincerely ,
College Ave. across from the Jefferson , is the only
significant fact or event.) Indeed , I have, thus
Ms. M.
place where a VA lb. lobster is still $3.95. They
far , been sheltered from a genuinely "cliqueless"
do not have a liquor license, so bring your own
To the Editors:
society. Furthermore , you chastise us for perbottle of wine (don 't forget the corkscrew; they
It is often difficult to verbalize one's feelings about
petuating a "social unit." Shame! We all kno w that
don 't have one).
certain exp eriences on life which become so profound
Colby exists purely as an intellectual unit. Its
The key to the Lobster Pound's low prices is
over time that they are almost taken for granted. But ,
socializing processes are nil. Nice thinking!
that when lobster becomes scarce, they don 't
in regard to the editorial entitled "Fraternities" in last
Which brings me conveniently to my next point.
raise the price; they close. So you have to go
As of late , several publications in the real world
week's ECHO , I feel obliged to make an introspective
before Oct . 28.
have introduced a new facet to journalism. It's
attempt in expressing what I have experienced as a fraterI go to the Lobster Pound to eat lobster ; the
the bylined editorial. By demanding of its editorial
nity member,
only selections I have ever eaten there are lobster
staff the same familiarity with the subject (not to
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of
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which it demands of its corresponding readership,
istic notions of brotherhood , social advantages , good times ,
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the newspaper has made significant strides toward
and prestige of belonging to such a group. The brothers
(In that case, don 't eat out , you'll need the money
Accuracy. You might try it sometime.
who "rushed" me presented a picture of a unified group
for psy chotherapy.)
playing
Finally, while your comments in reference to
of guy s, who really enjoyed living, working, and
Atmosphere : Well, it's like a lobster pound :
¦together in a Greek-letter fraternity context: in other
the "zoo" are not worthy of being dignified by a
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response , let me, in passing, point out that Simon
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feel
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than the good vibes visible on the surface.
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It' s all happening at the zoo.
especially at the weekly meetings, where fraternity activI do believe it,
ities, policies, and hassles were worked out , often with
I do believe it's true. . . .
intense emotional feelings shown by the brothers. At
What a gas! You gotta come and see
first I couldn't understand why they were so involved in
At the zoo.
fraternity issues,
Now , with the experience of almost eight, semesters
And until the social atmosphere of this campus
as a fraternity brother , I've come to realize some basic
changes significantly, it will continue to happen "
The public is invited to hear State Senator Joseph
aspects of fraternal life that the author of last week's
"at the zoo." "You gotta come and see."
the
of
.
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instance,
E.
Brennan
, Senate Minority Leader and supported of
editorial has obviously no awareness
Remember , in the fraternity system, Nemo me
civil rights, speak on "Civil Liberties and the 106th
fact that brothers sometimes become emotional at meetings
itnpune lacessit.
is indicative of both how much the fraternity means to them Legislature" at the next meeting of the Kennebec
As ever , I remain
and of the hard work they have put into it. I've found
Valley Civil Liberties Union , Monday, October 8, down"
that the concept of brotherhood is hard to turn into a
stairs at the Llniversalist-Unitarian Church , at th e corner
Yours forgivingly,
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when
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of Silber and. Elm Sts., in Waterville . In the last session
George L. Neuberger Jr.,
effort on the part of every brother to make it work , but
of the state legislature , Sen, Brennan favored the
Pi Lambda Phi '75
IEqual Rights Amendment and authored a bill designed
I've seen it happen , and wouldn 't trade it for being an
To the Editor :
Indie any day .
tto "shield" newsmen. He opposed wire tapping and
When is the Echo staff going to learn how to
cage
simply
another
In stating that "every fraternity is
\was instrumental in the killing of a bill that would have
write news stories? I refer to the obviously biased
aallowed the Attorney General's office to have access
in a zoo each with its ow n breed of animal ," the author
article on the so-called "Death of Colby Fraternit\without a subpoena to all information in state government
of the editorial has done an injusti ce to Colby 's fraternity
ies." Unless the EchtX wishes to publish strictly feaffiles, including those specifically protected by state law.
system, treating it to the most shallow analysis, and playing
ture and editorial articles, it hos become increaspatsy to the poorer stereotyped notions of fraternities.
The business meeting is at 7:30 p.m. and Senator
ingly clear that there must be a redefinition of what
reputation,
IBrennan will speak at about 8:15 p.m. A discussion
Surely, each house develops its own character and
the Echo considers front page "news." If it be ,
but then , so does ovory other group we belong to, and nobody 1period will follow and refreshments will be served.
new s, report it as much; leave the editorializing
can d eny that we belong to a hell of a lot of groups. The author
out please.
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film directio n:

NINOTCHKA

by A. Wing Mayer
In 1946 director Ernst Lubitsch was awarded
a special Academy Award for his "distinguished
contributions to the art of the motion picture."
As always, the term "art" is a vague one and it is
^
not clear whether the Academy had intended the
award for Lubitsch because of his technical contributions to the field (Lubitsch is generally credited
with the first use of a jump-cut) , the entertaining
quality of his films, or the social or political values
of his films. Lubitsch is, unquestionably, an intelligent and sensitive director whose skills (and
shortcomings) are displayed in a humorous satire
called Ninotchka in which communism meets
capitalism and we discover that , given half a chance,
people are the same everywhere.
At first , the story by Melchior Lengyel (adapted
by Billy Wilder and Walter Reisch) seems suff icient
enough to maintain our interest. Lubitsch wastes
no time in introducing us to the three incompetent
Russian emmissaries, Iranoff (Sig Ruman), Bulj anoff (Felix Bressart), and Kopalski (Alexander
Granach), who have been entrusted with the sale of
the former Duchess Swana's court jewels in Paris.
Duchess Swana , flatly portrayed by Ina Claire ,
maintains that the jewels are still legally hers,and
the skirmish begins.
Ninotchka (Greta Garbo), an unemotional ,
non-romantic (yet alluringly sensual) comrade is
sent to Paris to take over for the floundering threeman mission. The direction of the film seems
clear and is in fact reinforced by the rhythm established by Lubitsch earlier in the film. The audience

settles deeper into the seats in anticipation of another
"white telephone movie" while Melvyn Douglas
is introduced as Count Leon d'Algout who, until
meeting Ninotchka , is involved with securing the
jewe ls for the Duchess. Well, Paris in the Spring
plus the insidious capitalist Count prove to be
too much of a strain on Ninotchka , whose piercing
indifference gradually yields to sensitive affection ,
allowing director Lubitsch to display his theory
of cinematic sexuality or "sophisticated sex" (you
can't see it but you know it's there!)
One might normally expect the film to end
here but Lubitsch is not ready to finish. Instead,
he causes the story to meander in no particular
direction for such a time as to cause a feeling in
the viewer that he is trapped between the covers
of a "James Fenimore Cooper novel. When one
finally emerges from all of it, it seems that no one,
either on the screen or off , cares whether the
Duchess gets her jewels or not. Instead , a touching
love story is unfolding on the screen and Lubitsch
has given us much more than we asked for-or wanted
The performances in Ninotchka are uniformly
good among the principals (with stated exception)
highlighted by the delightful ("Don 't make an
issue of my womanhood!") and brilliantly controlled performance of Greta Garbo. Her only
weak spot in the film is the overplayed drunk
scene with Melvyn Douglas, for which I hold Lubitsch, not Garbo, responsible. He has some good
things in this film but the few mistakes Lubitsch
has made reduce it to nothing more than a mildly amusing, rainy Sunday-afternoon TV movie.

by Jim Morgan

which gave a little life to the showing. One of the
funniest was Appointment , which consisted mainly
of a couple making love in time with the William
Tell Overture. They had surreptitiously rendezvoused
with all the skill of the Mission Impossible team and
proceeded with their frenzied activities under the
impression they were completely alone. As it
turned out, the whole town knew about it—there
were paying spectators, tenants with their ears to the
floor , and a landlord making use of a set of earphones.
One of the most aesthetically successful was
Calma. The camera work was magnificent in capturing
the graceful and undulating curves of the body,
along with many erotic allusions made by the
natural creases and lines of the skin. What was
shockingly ironic about the film , though , was that
a baby was the sole character , being disguised until
the end.
Unfortunately, none of the movies were as good
as they could have been. Probably hindered by a
lack of equipment and funds , the film makers were
forced to use frames that were trite and stale. One
must concede, though , that this was the First
Annual New York Erotic Film Festival; it is still
in its early stages of development and has nowhere
to go but up.

Deep Ttftoot it lUowt't?

The New York Erotic Film Festival has a lot
of growing up to do. But for a few exceptions,
the films shown last weekend were marked by
unoriginality and tediousness. After the sixth or
seventh offering (out of thirteen entries) the films
became strikingly repetitious, and one had no
choice but to become bored. Even individual film s
seemed to drag on and on. For example, in
Lovemaking. one stared at a conglomeration oi
flesh that was totally unrecognizable , with only
the erotic sounds of the female to bring it alive.
Norien Ten and Eyetoon were barely distinguishable
from one another , each placing copulating couples
amongst a plethora of quick-changing colors and
shapes, which inadvertently distracted one from the
intended eroticism and sensuousness. The dexterous
filming should be commended , but the layouts
themselves have become a cliche , and this is bad ,
especially for a film festival. One of the top priorities for judging a film in a festival such as this,
should be the amount of creativity and originality
that the filmmaker ' employs in his production.
And if festivals ignore this, then boredom can be the
only result.
There were, though, a few films (or novelties)

Chan Speaksoh buddhism
by Carol Smart
A full-capacity audience attended Wing-tsit Chan's
second lecture last Thursday evening. The subject of
t h e lecture was Bu ddhism , which proved equally as
interesting as his first lecture on Confucianism. Chan
approached the lecture from an historical point of
view and gave an attention-holding account of important
events in the development of Buddhism in China.
The first reliable accounts of Buddhism in China
occur during the first century A.D., but indicate the
possibility of some previous knowledge. There is one
improbable story of a Cliinese prince practicing
Buddhism during the second century B.C. Coming to
China from India , Buddhism spread quickly; its appeal
was attr ibute d, in part, to t he resem bl an ce o f its
practical aspects to the Chinese Taoist practices. The

Chinese easily adopted Buddhism , not realizing that it
was originally foreign. A few conflicts did arise very
early because of Buddhist practices that were strange
to the Chinese and contradictory to their way of life,
such as not eating meat , living in monasteries , and
remaining celibate. The crucial issue revolved around
the monasteries which isolated people and removed them
from the normal social functions and obligations inherent
to Chinese society, and or irrevocable value. The
conflicts did not remain unsolved, although they
were partly responsible for later purges. On belialf of
Buddhist monks it was argued that their service to
government and society included living a good life,
setting an example of merit, and creating peace and
harmony,
contined to page 7
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This summer Colby senior Deborah Ikehara was one
of eleven people hired by the Massachusetts Audubon
Society as an environmental intern. These interns worked
in various state and private agencies in Maine, including
the Maine State Departments of Parks and Recreation,
Inland Fisheries and Game , anclForestry , the Natural
Resources Council, and private consulting firm of Reed
and D'Andrea , and the Shoreland Zoning Project of
the University of Maine's Environmental Studies
Center.
Ms. Ikehara worked with the Shoreland Zoning Project, inventorying natural resources and mapping.
Her research is used by communities in drawing up
their shoreland zoning ordinances. Maine has a law
requiring that "shoreland areas, defined as land within
250 feet of the high water mark of any pond , river
or saltwater body, be subjected to zoning and subdivision controls." (A "pond" is defined as an inland body
of water greater than 10 acres, and a "river " is any
waterway from that point at which it drains a water
shed of at least 25 square miles, to its mouth.) The
deadline for completion of a zoning ordinance is now
July 1, 1974, the legislature having passed a bill on
June 28, 1973 extending the deadline, formerly set as
June 30, 1973.
The internship brought her in contact with a
lake association , a w atershed district , and a conser
vatio n commission, Each organization approaches
shoreland zoning problems in a different manner:
The Thompson Lake Association , an organization made up of property owners on the lake
(many of them from out of state) is concerned with
the problem of ensuring that each town with
shore frontage enacts zoning ordinances consistent
and compatible with each other. Since lake associations have no legal powers, they must depend on
goodwill in their relationships with municipal officials.
The Cobbossee Watershed D istrict , formed in
197 1 by an act of the legislature, embodies a new
concept in resource management. The eight towns
in the drainage basin of the Cobb ossee Lake and
Stream are included in this body, which has some
regulatory and enforcement powers. The District
is concerned with water quality and quantity
problems on the lakes and rivers in the drainage
basin.
The Farnvngton Conservation Commission,
the municipal body designated to draw up the shoreland zoning ordinance , faces a different problem ,
that of zoning a flood plain. The Sandy River
flood plain , 95% of which is used for agriculture ,
is inundated fairly frequently by spring meltwatcr
and ice j ams, so it is likely that the zoning ordinance
will include building restrictions for safety and
economic reasons.
Though it proved to be a rewarding jo b, Ms.
Ikehara will not be able to work for the Sh oreland
Zoning Project again next summer. Despite tho
need for such an organization the Shoreland Zoning
Project closed its doom at the end of September
when its funding ran out,

The Phiy-s
the Thing
The Powd er & Wig Dramatic Society of Colby
College vsjill produce three plays during the current
academic year that will offer a broad range of
theatrical fare with an emphasis on comedy.
The first offering will be John Gay 's "The
Beggar's Opera," the 18th century satirical original
on which Brecht and Weill based their "Threepenny Opera," which the Colby group has also
produced. Gay's satire, pointed in his own time
at the extremely popular Italian operas flooding
the London Stage, is a broad and hilarious attack
on the manners, morals and politics of an age that
will ring familiar to the Watergate generation. It
will be performed November 9 and 10 at the
Waterville Opera H ouse.
The second production , Maxim Gorki's "The
Lower Depths" is a turn-of-the-century look at the
dispossessed of Moscow by the Russian revolutionary playwright. This enduring and painful work
has won wide acclaim throughout the world as one
of the seminal works leading to the proletarian
revolution. It is scheduled for two performances
at the Waterville Opera House March 15 and 16.
The final production of the Colby theatre season
"You Can't Take It With You" by Moss Hart
and George S. K aufman, will take place May 10
and 11, again at the Waterville Opera House. This
wild, zany comedy that lightened the depression
in 1936 has become one of America 's classic
comedies.
Tickets for unreserved seats will cost $1.50
for each of the plays. There will be an 8 o'clock
curtain.

Chan from page 6
; Chinese Buddhists traveled to India during the
seventh century A.D. in what is known as the LawSeeking Movements. Monks made incredible journeys
through Tibet and the Himalayas in their search for
Indie scriptures and Buddhist teachers to bring to
China. During this time, the Chinese Emperor began
to welcome and encourage the growth of Buddhism,
supporting the copying the translation of the Indie
scriptures, or sutras. Indian missionaries were invited
to China and highly honored as they lectured at
palaces. Buddhism flourished in China during the
fourth through .' ninth centuries A.D., its "Golden
Age." At that time many different schools of Buddhism developed.
Pure Land Buddhism became one of the more
popular schools, preaching universal salvation. Salva-'
tion, or the Pure Land , was achieved merely by faith
in Amitabha, or Amida (Chinese),Buddha and recitation of his name. Faith in a deity was a new idea in
China but easily adapted since it was such a simple
way of salvation.

into pos terity
by Liz Hodgdon
Remember that collection of antique furniture that
up until this year was in Mary Low d orm? Wondering
where it went? It can now be found in a storage room
in the basement of the Bixler Art Building.
Apparently college dorm life did not agree with the
two rose velvet-covered chairs, sofa and sto ols. So the {
furniture was moved to Bixler where it is now awaiting a
new site.
The collection was given to Colby College by Sarah
Field Splint and Sophie Kerr. It was-fhe personal property
of Gertrude Battles Lane who enjoyed collecting American
antiques.
A framed history of the furniture tells some of the
highlights of the career of Gertrude Battles Lane, who
was born in Saco, Maine December 21 , 1874.
Under her capable direction as Editor-in-C hief , the
Women 's Home Campanion magazine grew into a national
publication with much power and influence. Gertrude
Lane used the magazine 's potency to support several deserv
ing projects such as the publicizing of home economics,
and the fight against child labor. This interest in children 's
rights led Gertrude Lane to serve as a member of the
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection
until 193 1, ten years before her death. In 1929 Colby
College honored her vigorous contributions to the United
States with a degree of Doctor of Humane Letters.

Sex 9a Texto

Thursday October 4, Academic L ife presents its
first event: Jo Jacobs , from Kalamazoo , Michigan.
Feminist and p olitical activist , wife and mother,
Ms. Jacobs will lead a consciousness-raising session
on the Women 's Movement , with a special report
of her recent efforts with the Kalamazoo Task
Force to eliminate what it regards as sex discrimination in textbboksT Earlier this year, the task force
filed the country 's first complaint against sexism
in textb ooks with the Health , Education and
Welfare Department. Two weeks ago, she and
two other Task Force representatives won praise
from members of Congress after testifying before
a House subcommittee.
A graduate of English from the University of
Michiga n, Ms. Jacobs is active in many community, political and women 's organizations, including
the National 'Organization for Women 's employment
task force, W o men Aware , and the Executive
Committee of the Kalamazoo County Democratic
Party. From August 1967 to February 1970 she
served as the Executive Director of Kalamazoo 's
Planned Parenthood Association. Married and the
mother of three children , she claims that the "hardest, most exciting job" she's ever had is that of
lOther. She also feols there is "no essential conflict
between feminism and marriage."
Her presentation at 7-:30 p.m. in Given Auditorium , will be followed by an open discussion
period, admission forOolby students and faculty
is free, all others 75 (i,
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Film Direction

| Oct. 12, 7:30 -The Bed Sitting Room (Lester) plus
L
Sweet Dreams (Freude Bartlett)
I
Oct. 26, 7:30-Zorba the Greek (Caccoyanis) plus a
|Colby student film
N
Nov. 4, 7:30-Antonia Das Mortes (Glauber Rocha)
plus Breathdeath (Stan Vanderbeek)
3
Nov. 11, 7:30-The Spider's Stratagem (Bertolucci)
plus TworCreeley/McClure (Stan Brakhage)
Dec. 2, 7:30-King of Hearts (De Broca) plus a Colby
student film
Hillel Film
Dec. 7 , 7:30 -Street of Shame (Mizoguchi)plus Baggage
(Neel)
The film ""Sallah" starring Haym Topol, who had the
All
lead in "Fidd ler on the Roof ," will be sponsored by
Admission for all showings will be 75 cents.
Colby Hillel, O ctober 4 at 7:30 p.m. in Lovejoy Auditorium.
Nex t Film Dir ect ion Showin g

Bike Ra ce
The second annual Pi Lambda Phi bike race -will
take place Saturday morning, October 13 at 11:30 a.m
There will be two classes:a 10-speed race, which will
cover 11 miles, and a three-speed race, which will
cover six miles. Prizes and details will be announced irj
next week's Echo . There is a $ 1 entry fee for the
Waterville Community Chest.

J an Plan Selection
Students should see their advisers during the week
of October 8-12 to complete January plan selection
sheets. These selection sheets are due in the office of
special programs, Eustis 203, by October 15. Late arrivals have no assurance of program choices being granted.

Next Film Direction Showing: Friday, Oct. 12,
7:30 p.m., Lovejoy: The Bed Sitting RoomRichard Lester, who made the Beatles films and
The Knack made this film in 1968. It opened for
one day in New York and then closed. Lester
hasn't made a film since . It is a surreal film about
a 17 second atomic war after which the prime
minister turns into a bed-sitting room. —plusSweet Dreams (Freude Bartlett)

Film s
Sat., Oct. 6-Anatomy of a Murder with James
Stewart and Lee Rimick . Sunday Cinema in Lovejoy
Aud. 7:30and 9:30;
Sun., Oct. 7-Anatomy of a Murder , Lovej oy Aud.
7:30.
Mon., Oct. 8: Reality of Success. Part of the Education
Department's Galsser series, 7:30 in Lovejoy Aud.

Wan ted: critical individual to spot and correct misspelled words .and grammar mistakes. Must be available
Tuesday night. For more particulars call Carol, ext. 240
on Monday afternoon.

NSF Gr ad Fellowships
The National Science Foundation fellowships are
awarded for study or work leading to master's of
doctoral degrees in the mathematical , physical , medical, biological , engineering, and social sciences, and in
the history and philosophy of science. Applicants must
be citizens of the U.S. and will be judged solely on the
basis of ability. The annual stipend for Graduate
Fellows will be $3,600 for a twelve month tenure with
no dependency allowances. Applicants will be required
to take the Graduate Record Examinations. The deadline
is November 26 , 1973 . Further info rmation from
Fellowship Office National Research Council, 2101
Constitution Ave ., Washington , D.C. 20418.

Ou t in g Club
Coming events of the Colby Outing Club:
Oct. 7-Hiking,and Rock Climbing at Tumbledown
Oct. 12-Square Dance 8 p.m . at Runnals
Oct. 13— Bike trip leaving from quad at 1 p.m.
Picnic at Outing Club Lodge, 3 p.m.

J anuary Skiin g
Saddleback Mountain Ski Area in Rangeley is offering a special student pass f or the month of January,
The pass, valid for all lifts f or the entire month of
January, is $65 , a savings of approximately $110 off
regular daily rates. Interested students should contact
the Saddleback Pass Department , 8 64-3380.

Stu-G Lecture
Tonight Jo Jacobs, a political activists and feminist
will lecture on the women 's movement and sex discrimination in textbooks. The lecture, sponsored by
Stu-G will be in Given at 7:30 p.m. Admission for
Colby students and faculty is free. All others 75 cents

HEW Gra n t s
The U.S. Office of Education has announced a
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program designed to assist first-time , full-time students. When the
appropriation is sufficient to fully fund the program ,
students will receive grant assistance of $ 1,400,
less the amount the family can be expected to contribute for the postsecondary education of the student.
No grant can, however , be more than one-half of a
stu dent' s cost of attendance. For further information
contact the Financial Aid Office.

CLA SSIFIEDS
Avon calling: Shop calmly for Christmas! Special

low prices and complete catalog . Contact Robin
Sweeney, 380 Mary Low , Ext. 530.

Stereo: New stereos at used prices, lowest prices
on or off campus. Call Robert Richardson , ext. 515

B & G Re por t
Many articles have been found and returned to
owners but there are still several items waiting to be
claimed : a pair of gold earrings, a gold watch , a silver
bracelet, a jacket, and a large bag of books, These
articles can be claimed at the B & G building.
Bixler Library has reported the loss of record cartridges, and B & G would appreciate knowing anything
about the disappearance.
The extension phone from second floor Champlin
has been taken. Please return it since it is a convenience
and a security measure f or those In the dorm and can
be nothing more than a conversation piece in your room
or wherever you have put it,
Also lost was one pewter pear-shaped earring, on
September 25 between Miller library and Eustis. If
found , ca ll Pat , ext. 264.

j iii fl r-——"""* ¦—— ¦—— ¦¦'»¦¦ ' mji|i

Latin American Study
The Harold D. Walker Scholarship Grants for Study
in Latin America are made by the Committee on Foreign
Study and Student Exchange Programs. Students will
be selected on the basis of need and academic qualification. Competence in Spanish or Portugese is required.
Grants for Jan Plan Programs, 1974.
Maximum grant-$400
Deadline for applications: Oct. 8, 1973. Participation
in an approved Jan Plan is required.
Grants for Summer Study in Mexico, 1974.
Maximum grant- $750.
Deadline : April 15, 1974. Attendance at the Summer
School of Autonomous National University of
Mexico or at another institution must be approved
in advance by the Committee .
Special Grant for Travel in Latin American, Summer, 1974
Maximum grant-$ 1,200
Deadline , October 15, 1973
Special qualifica tions: A good command of
Spanish and/or Portuguese, experience in newspaper
reporting and demonstrated in journalism. Recommendations from two faculty members.
Application forms for these grants are obtainable from
Prof. Francisco Cauz ,' 330 Lovejoy .

Jun ior Year in Britain
If you are interested in spending your junior year
at a British university, you might find it usef ul to
contact the following students, all of whom have
specific information on the institutions listed:
University of Edinburgh—Maryan Sartucci (122 Bui.);
Brian McQuarrie (309 Mar.)
U niversity of Swansea-Harriet Hults (Off); Laurie
Bedig (216 Foss)
University of Cardiff-Jennifer Andrews( 113 Dana)
University of Glasgow-Barbara Badger (265 ML);
Anita Dillon (103 Small)
Manchester College, Oxford-Linda Day (Eng.-204
Tay.); R eggie Blaxton (theology-1 08 Cob.); Ed
Kemp (Eng.-3i7 Cob.)
Polytechnical of North London-Ted Field (ZP)
University of York—Ray Mazurek (210 Cob.)

Newspaper Fund Inter n
The Newspaper Fund will conduct an intern
scholarship competition for newspaper jobs jext summer
The program is open only to junior s and is climaxed by
the awarding of a scholarship. There are sections for
both those with and without experience in journalism.
Further information is availablein the Echo Office, ext.
240.

Mellon Organ Recital

ERA Bracelet
The League of Women Voters in Beltsville, Maryland , is selling bracelets made of nickel silver with the
letters E.R.A. pierced into it. The bracelet can be worn
by both men and women. Proceeds from the sale of
the bracelets will go toward getting the Amendment
ratified. The cost is $3 postpaid . Order from: League
of Women Voters, 11313 Frederick Ave., Beltsville, Md
20705
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HEARTIEST PLATE IN TOWN

Fabulous Antipasto Salads, Grinders, Ravioli
Delicious Steaks, Lasagna, Manicoti
dynamite drinks at
very reaso nable prices

Orders to Go

Preseaso n

Prou d lo he Your
Foo d Service

SKIS: Rossi, Olin, Spalding
BOOTS: Ivordica , Caber
BINDINGS: Look , Marker Soioman , Cobco
And other famous brands
ALSO NEW AND USED SKI
EQUIPMENT AT BIG SAVINGS
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ENJOV THE BEST IN LOBSTt ^
IN OUR COZY DININO ROOM
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RENTALS!
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SERVICE !
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SALES!

FAIRFIELD

The New England Regional Conf erence for Hillel
takes place at Boston University on October 26-2 8 and
offers a broad range of mini-courses dealing with issues
of interest to Jewish students fro m the region . These
courses are adaptations from the numerous offerings
provided by the Free University program in Jewish
studies there.
Colby Hillel plans to send a large delegation and hopess
to set up car pools for the convenience of its members.
Room and b oard for the Friday evening to Sunday
noon affair can be provided by Boston University if
reservations are made in adva nce. A sign-up sheet is
located on the bulletin board outside Room 207F ,
!
Miller Library. The deadline is October 10.
Colby students enrolled in the courses leading to
^
tcach t r certification are invited to attend a New Englandwide conference on the Educational Implications of
i > , ' nf ^ ^r ^ ™
with Simp l* D»mon$tr *M f aio r >
Waterga te on October 27, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., at
Scarborough Downs in Portland. Reservations may be
made by signing up on the bulletin board outside
Room 207F, Miller Library, before October 10,
A roster of speakers is in preporation , but will
include Catherine Barrett , immediate past president
of the National Education Association. Philip Gonyar ,
Bangor , NBA di rector f or Mai ne? a nd Mai ne Teac h ers
COLBY COLLEG E
Associat ion Presid ent , Charles Sanders, general chairman.
a
-i ui
*
Eight panel topics include the vole of teachers ,in
n
^ 1/e ^ nc
BOOKSTORE
bringing honesty to politics, teaching tho Bill of Rights , © 1073, Wllklruon Sword Inc.
teaching about recent political history, and have teacher Trad -mark * are tho proportv of Wilkinso n Sword , Ltd ,,
London, England
att itudes contributed to the Watergate syndrome?
i

Get th is FREE

Wilkinson'BONDE D™ Trial Raz or
and Blad e

With Coupon in Your Cop y of

_

THE TERM PLANNER

I

I
OR TO TA KE OUT - - - -

~gyj WM

Hillel Conference

873-3 79 1

ALL HOME COOKING

; ski sale

I
The Reverend David F. Gallagher, lecturer in
^
music at Emmanual College and Professor of Organ at
the Longy School or Music will present a program with
emphasis on music of the baroque and contemporary a
periods.
I

i

BEST LIQUOR SELECTION IN MAINE

Mr. Benbow , of the English Department, can provide
application forms, some catalogues, and further information on the technical aspects of the your abroad
program.
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Hurry , Hurry
Closes Oct. 28

Maine's Best Lobster Pound
S t i ck i»SO

Proprietors Don and Betty Rancourt
C O L LE O 'K AVE
W»T.RV.Ue. MA.N«

"U •"•«"'»

There is no substitute for quality

'J^DSfTi 6

imlu y
(formerl y Tony's Pizza)

213 Main St,

(.Next to Dunkin ' Donuts)
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New additions to the Mmu:
Lasagna
Spag hetti
Lebanese cabbage rolls
lnported Wine& Beer to go
Free delivery on all orders over $5.

A variable at

We now have Beer in Barrels!
872-7767

• 11 a.m.-l a.m. daily

Mules Fall To Coast Guard
by Dan. Rapaport
In what could not exactly be called a classic
example of football prowess, the Colby College
Football Team dropped their home opener to
Coast Guard 28-6 before a large homecoming
crowd last Saturday. The game was marred by
penalties, fumbles, and .interceptions on the part of
both sides but they proved more costly to the
home team as the visiting Cadets capitalized on
Colby errors to strike for two touchdowns in
the fourth period and put the game on ice. Several
times throughout the afternoon Colby was handed
excellent field positions but the Mules's offense
could not get rolling and they could not capitalize.
The first quarter was an uneventful one as neither
team could establish any momentum and both
sides exchanged several punts. The swarmifig Coast
Guard defense set the pattern for the game bykeying on the Colby 's brilliant running-back Peter
Gorniewicz . Gorniewicz gained 54 yards on the day,
most of them while being dogged by at least three
opponents. With their inability to move the ball
on the ground, the Mules .were forced to pass on

AL COREY
Music Center

SPECIAL RATES TO OOLBY PARENTTS
at the

Arnold
Motel

^|

and WEBER'S STEAK HOUSE

almost every down and this too failed to mount a
consistent offense.
Colby opened the scoring in the second period.
The offense found themselves with the ball on the
Coast Guard thirty as the result of an interception
by freshman linebacker Henry Newman. Eigh t
plays later the Mules had a 6-0 lead as Gorniewicz
carried it in from six yards out. Two passes from
Jim Hayes ,one to Paul Hatton , the other to Jerr y
Minihan set up the scoring run. The extra point
attempt was missed. (When will we start going for
two?) The joy on the Colby sideline was shortlived however as the Cadets came right back to
take the lead. The Cadets ground out the yardage,
large gains at a time, covering 69 yard s in just
six plays. The mistake-filled half ended with Coast
Guard holding a slim one point lead. 7-6.
The second half opened with the Mules once
again getting fine fielding position. But , as occurred
several times in the first half the offense could not
put it together and the home team was forced to
give the ball up. Coast Guard maintained possession
for most of the third quarter moving steadily on the
ground . Mistakes of their own , kept the visitors
from scoring more but they finally managed to
cross the goal line on a pass play with less than a minute
to play ia the period. The quarter ended 14-6 Coast
Guard.
Still very much in the game , the Mules began to
move as the fourth period opened. With Hayes
clicking on passes to Hatton and Minihan (the hard
working senior had an excellent game), the home
team advanced to the Coast Guard 10 but penalties
set them back to the 30 where the offense sputtered
and once again a good scoring opportunity went
by the boards. With five minutes to play, the Mules,
thanks to Gorniewicz's fine punt retur n, were in
good shape once more. A pass to Minihan put them
even closer but a Hayes pass hung up in the tough
crosswind that was picked off and hauled to the
Colby 10. From there the Cadets brought it in to
lead 21-6. In the last two minutes Coast Guar d
was to score again via an inter ception to make
the final score read 28-6.
The story in this game was the whopping 88

99 Main Street
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GUI TARS
AMPLIFIER S & PA 'S
M\RTIN
TRAYNOR
YAMAHA
VAMAHA
GIBSON
PLUS H
HAGSTRUM
RECORDS - TAPES - SHEET MUSIC
ALL YOUR .M USICA L NEEDS

and Fairfield
f ^fv Between Waterville
Color television

On Routes 201, 100,and 11

Swimmingpool
Air Conditioning
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J oe Reny when

with him
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MAINE'S FINEST

Webber Steah House

Ar*tC

SERVING COLBY STUDENTS AN D
FA CULTY F OR YEAR S

w^ ra*
% Sea Food rjj ?%

RENVS SHELL
34 ELM STREET
WATERVILLE. MAINE
Phone: 872-2010

Cocktails • Tel . 207/453-901 1

3 Mm. north o< downtown Waterville on Rts. 201 • 11 & 100

Open 7:00 a.in to 10 p.m.; weekends to 11 p.m.

Quality Pood ; Good Service, Low Prices , and
juM the right amt of atmosphere at:
(Maine 's Finest Little Steak House)

0

yards in penalties which constantly hurt the Mules
as the home team squandered away several good
scoring chances. Another important statistic was the
meager 13 yards that Colby could muster up on the
ground. To open up the attack for Hayes's passing
(11 for 29 and 100 yards) the Mules must get consistent
gains on the ground. Coast Guard , meanwhile, had
little trouble figuring out the Colby defense as they
ran f or 253 yards. Had it not been for some glaring
errors on their part , the score could have been a lot
worse. Hoping to get their first win McGee 's Mules
travel to Boston this weekend for their game with
Tufts and will return home the following week
against Maine Maritime.

STEREO
COMPONENTS
•Mcintosh •tdk ( tape)

•KLH
•ADVENT
•B0SE
•DUAL
•SANSUI
•B&O
•GARRARD
•REVOX
•TANDBERG

«SONY
»MARANTZ
•PHILIPS
»SCOTT
•SHERWOOD
»SHURE
•MIRACORD
<THORENS
•WOLLENSAK

New England
Music Co.

Maine's Leading Stereo Center
109 Center Street,Portland 772-2869
145 - A Main Street,Waterville 872-5754
THE COLBY ECHO
publicly expresse s its appreciation
to the followin g loyal advertis ers
?Arnold Motel
*Colby Bookstore
*Cincma Center
"•Jefferson
"•Silent Woman
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TOUGHIES
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Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page

by-Gay Peterson
The Women's Tennis Team started the year off
right by beating their toirghest challenger, Bowdoin,
in a close 4-3 match. The team proved strong in
its single matches with Lynn Estes '74 and Janet
McManama '76 the number one and two players,
Lynn soundly trounced her Bowdoin challenger with
a 6-0, 6-1 and Janet closely followed suit with a 6-2,
6-3 win, Karen Huebsch, a hopeful freshman , also
pulled off her singles match with a 7-5, 6-0 win
after being down in the first set 2-5. The doubles
match was played by Susie Benson '75 and Bev
Vayhinger '77 with a final score of 6-4, 7-5.
Even though they are faced with the fact that none
of the members have the "arms of a Russian weight
lifter", the prospects for this year!s Women 's Tennis
Team are good , seeing that none of its strong
players were lost in last June's graduation. In addition, the freshman draftees such as Karen Huebsch
and Beverly Vayhinger point toward an optimistic
future.
¦
Barb Kenwood was elected temporary captain
for the Bowdoin game, and a permanent leader w ill
be chosen this week.

Send for your up-to-date , 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE,INC.
11941WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

'

Our research material is sold for
I
researc|yssjstence only
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more than a fine restaurant
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oy Brian MacQuarrie
The Colby Cross-Country Team ran its record to 1-3
last week as a result of two resounding defeats at the hands
jjr—'" i|M ^mW^m
__ p-J -W -_B-ll
of U-Maine at Orono last Wed nesday and a Tri-Meet with
¦
<¦¦
Ugsm
Bates and Middlebur y on Saturday . There were virtually
^^^ k^V ^^ ^B ______.^_ I mm\."WUkm^MJjmg
¦
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no bright spots as the team's inexperience and youth
could not compete with opposing veteran runners.
U-Maine at Orono swept the first nine places in last
Wednesday 's meet. Deane McLean was thVfirst Colb y
runn er to place as he took tenth. McLean was followed
over the 4.5 mile course by Ken Curtis, Ken Colton, Frit
Cooper , and Leonard Janssen. As only a team's first
five finishers place, the result was a perfect score for UMaine, 15-50.
Hoping'to regroup at Bates last Saturday, the harriers
by Brad Cohen
met with another devestating loss. In the Tri-Meet with
The Colby College Soccer Team , after winning
ART SUPPLIES
Bates and Middlebury, Colby finished its first runner ,
their opener, fell into a scoring ' slump, tying Lowell
Frit Cooper , seventeenth. Frit was followed.by Ken Curtis, Tech , 0-0 Saturday, after dropping a 1-0 decision last I
74 MAIN STREET
twenty-first, Ken Colton, twenty-second , Don Buckley ,
t_-____t____BB___B____fl_B__l aWII III MiMI MMHB —¦MBBBMI I HUM
Wednesday at Maine .
twenty-fourth and Paul Fagan, twenty-fifth. The final
In the Maine game, it was simply a matter of time
score read Bates 24, Middlebury 32 and Colby 85. One
before the Black Bears scored , as they peppered
interesting sidelight to the meet run during halftime of
Mule goalie Bruce Carmichael with more than
the Bates-Tuft s Football Game was the return of Alumni
thirty shots. Colby was overpowered in this one , and
Lew Paquin as a non-scoring competitor. Lew won the
only a great job in goal by Carmichael prevented
race with a fine finishing sprint.
a lopsided loss.
The team travels to Keene State , New Hampshire for
In the Lowell contest , neither team could establish
a Tri-lueet Wednesday and competes against Tuft s and
an offense, and the action was sluggish. Captain
Boston University at Franklin Park Saturday . These
TED SHIRO'S
Ipf *p ]gj
Steve Horan was the lone Colby standout , as he
meets will definitely be uphill contests but as Gen,
played his usual excellent game at right half-back.
Braddock and John Varrill agree, "Better Luck Next Time Steve, although not well publicized , has played
steady soccer , and is one of the most dedicated
athletes on the team. Carmichael had another
good game in the nets, and has now allowed only four
goals on three games.
Next game will be Saturday, as the Mules entertain
Beef and Brew
Babson at 2:00 p.m.
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Mr.BIG
WATERVILLE , AUGUSTA , O RONO

F un Facts To
Know And Tell
Trivia , plural noun meaning trifles or unimportant matters , from Latin trivialis, that which belo ngs
to the crossroads , from Latin trivium , a place where
three roads meet.
A knowledge of trivia is very useful. It ennobles
any essay, makes the prof .wlnce in class, and causes
j olly conversation at parties. It is also good for your
Psyche, as other people seldom are familiar with a
Particular point of trivium . This leads to feelings of
superiority. Conversely, those put down by your
knowledge of trivia suffer feelings of inferiority, so
that trivia becomes a potent weapon both in and
after college .
Recognizing all this, "Nothing but TR IVIA" hopes
to bring you on occasion some improving tid-bits.
From now on , if your date one-ups you in conversation , you can reply instantly with one of these little
nuggets, nil of which are ns accurate ns the best scholar
ship can make them.
Fern-lib department, One of the finest distinctions

a woman could receiv e in the Nazi Third Reich was the
Cross of Honor of the German Mother . The bronze
Deutschen Mutter cross was awarded to mothers of
four or five children , and silver award went to those
with six or seven , while the majestic gold cross went
to mothers of eight or more, Would n 't you think the
father would deserve some consideration for that kind
of effort?
Geography made easier. If you want to go by ship
from the Caribbean Sea to the Pacific , where do you
have to sail east instead of west? Through the Panama
Canal of course. Check any map.
Care of the sick department. Leeches have an
anti-coagulent in their saliva , the nasty little things.
Where have I heard that before department, The
ancient Babylonians had a legend of a great flood ,
from which one man (Shamash-napishtim) and his
wife saved themselves by building an ark. The ark
came to rest atop Mr . Nisir , and a dove was sent out
to scout for dry land. You have three guesses as to
how many days and nights it rained on old man Shamash-napishtim.
Brave tales of yore department. Czechoslovakia's
greatest martial hero has to be Jan Zizka. He founded
a religious order dedicated to killing Germans, and
when he died in 1424 he willed his skin to the nation
for manufacture as a drum-head, From then on , those
Czechs sure inarched to a different drum!
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GET SOME LOVIN' BACK

Ra lph W. Atkins Co.
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photofiftishitig
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-Sales
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COUTURE'S BARBER SHOP & HA1RSTYLING
The Elite
"Roffler Sculptur Kut "
••..
Razor Styling-Hairpieces
Private Styling Room
open 8 a,m.-5 p ,m, Inc. Sat, (Fri, Until 6 p.m.)
Closed Mon.
AIR CONDITIONED
la Cottage Fair
453-2714
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BLUE G RASS WITH CHRIS PRICKITT

One of the Best Assortments of Drinks in Town
l 9 Vz Temple Street
7:00 a.m.-l :00 a.m.
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The Air ForceROTC
College Pro gram has 3
thin gs to offer that other
college progra ms doift.

1.6,500 scholarships.
2. $100 monthly allowance.
3. Free flying lessons.
Enroll in Air Force ROTC.
Contact
fa\

Lt- Col. Theodore J. Finnegan

the Roberts Union Building

Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC.
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